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“One's mind and the earth are in a constant state of erosion, mental rivers wear away
abstract banks, brain waves undermine cliffs of thought, ideas decompose into stones of
unknowing, and conceptual crystallizations break apart into deposits of gritty reason. Vast
moving faculties occur in this geological miasma, and they move in the most physical way.
This movement seems motionless, yet it crushes the landscape of logic under glacial reveries.
This slow flowage makes one conscious of the turbidity of thinking. Slump, debris slides,
avalanches all take place within the cracking limits of the brain. The entire body is pulled
into the cerebral sediment, where particles and fragments make themselves known as solid
consciousness."
-Robert Smithson (1968)

For this project, Quarte, I am inspired by the work of Robert Smithson and his idea of sedimentation
and abstract geology - the union in art of the perceptual and the conceptual. That is to say, my
interest lies in the tension that develops between the intrinsic attributes of an object, in this case a
landscape, and the symbolic arrangement built around said object. Is there a way to install a body in
an exterior space, at a fixed time and through a fixed duration, which can reveal sediments
accumulated and generated by human intervention in this space that at once responds to the natural
and artificial? How could choreography serve to reveal this space, the situation of representation that
unfolds from it, and our relationship to each other inside it?
The landscape theorist John Dixon Hunt elucidated that beyond the three categories of landscape
defined during the Renaissance, “first nature” being wilderness, “second nature” being cultivated
landscape, and “third nature” being the garden (a combination of nature and culture), a “fourth nature”
has arisen in contemporary society. He argues that the dialectic of nature versus city, or natural versus
artificial, no longer exist but that there is a spectrum within which nature is manipulated. That the
boundaries between constructed and natural environments are becoming continuously more ambiguous.
The research of Quarte lies in this spectrum between what is effected in response to a terrain and
what is effected in soliciting change inside the frame of a terrain. This work is a negotiation between
the architecture around it and the architecture it is creating via the sedimentation generated by the
bodies placed in the space, in time. A dance work taking place in real time, taking into account the
real time of the location—something largely inaccessible inside a traditional dance venue—that allows
the specific landscape to determine the score of the performance.

The movement research for the piece consists of cueing in to the particulars of the given landscape, ie
what is constant or persistent, what is incidental, and what is constructed. Using these particulars, a
research on framing, timing and attention comes into play with scores that are implemented in direct
response to the precise terrain. This scoring involves the dancers remaining strictly in time with one
other while each covers an individual course in such a manner that all obstacles or deviations
encountered by one performer must be expressed by the other two in order to remain together. These
scores involve utilizing both the prescribed and naturally-occurring ambulations and perspectives of the
landscape to begin to reveal their logic. The goal of the work is to create a structure, a grammar, a
machine that can be implemented in varying terrains that respond to what is inherent to the distinct
space in which it inhabits. A human, time-based, choreographic land-survey.
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is working at LIMSI (CNRS Laboratory) on topics related to Statistical Machine Translation.
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